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The Pied Piper



• Help the child enjoy this best-loved classic.  If the reading level is above the
child’s present level, read to him or her.

• After reading, have a discussion about the story.  Ask some or all of the
following questions.

1. Hamelin is a city in what country?

2. What animal caused a problem in Hamelin?

3. Who did the people blame for not doing anything about the rat problem?

4. What was the name of the stranger who came to the mayor’s door?

5. What was the Piper’s secret charm?

6. How many gold coins did the mayor promise to give to the Piper?

7. Where did the Piper lead the rats?

8. What happened when the Pied Piper asked the mayor for the promised
fifty thousand gold coins?

9. How did the Piper feel when he didn’t get the money?

10. When the Piper played a new tune on his pipe, who followed him?

11. Where did the Piper lead the children?

12. What happened when the children reached the mountain?

13. Who was left behind when the children went into the mountain?

14. What was different about the lame boy when he returned to Hamelin?

15. What message did the boy give to the people of the town?

• Ask: What might be another way this story could have ended?

• Encourage the child to color the delightful illustrations.  Taking a hand in the
creation of the story may result in increased enthusiasm for reading.

• Use the skill-based activities on pages 21, 22, and inside the back cover to
extend learning.

We hope you and your child or student enjoy and learn from this book!

How to Use this Book
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• Follow-up questions:

1. Germany

2. rats

3. the mayor

4. Pied Piper

5. He could make all the creatures follow him

6. fifty thousand

7. to the River Weser

8. mayor didn’t want to pay; offered fifty coins instead

9. angry

10. all the children

11. to a mountain

12. a huge door opened in the mountainside; the children went in

13. a little lame boy

14. He was no longer lame

15. the children were safe in a wonderful place where promises are always kept

• Page 21: 1) E  2) U  3) R  4) O  5) P  6) E     EUROPE

• Page 22: Long:  over, cape, Pied, huge, blame, gold  Short:��ran, did, rat, next,
trap, not   Long- and short-vowel words will vary.

• Inside Back Cover: 1) tired  2) light  3) leg  4) push  5) thin  6) five  7) down
8) happy  9) little  10) supper  11) water  12) country

Answers
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Then one day, the people saw a child returning to the town.  “It is the
lame boy,” someone said, “but he is no longer lame!”

Everyone crowded around the boy.  “Where are the other children?”
they asked.  “What did the Piper do with them?”

“I have a message for your from the Pied Piper,” he replied.
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“The children are safe,” he said.  “They are in a wonderful land filled
with happiness.  It is a land where promises are always kept.”

Children again live in the town of Hamelin, but the memory of the
Pied Piper remains.  They still talk about the time when the rats were
destroyed and the children disappeared.
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Hamelin was a little town in Germany.
Germany is a country on which continent?
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On what continent do you live?

True or False
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Long and Short Vowels
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SHORT
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1. T

2. H

3. E

4. P

5. I

6. E

7. D

8. P

9. I

10. P

11. E

12. R

1. eat is to hungry as
sleep is to 

2.  is to day as
dark is to night

3. foot is to  as
hand is to arm

4. shove is to  as
tug is to pull

5. chunky is to fat as
skinny is to 

6. fifty is to one hundred
as  is to ten

7. rise is to up as fall is to 

8. cry is to sad as
laugh is to 

9. elephant is to big as
mouse is to 

10. breakfast is to morning
as  is to evening

11. air is to sky as
 is to river

12. town is to Hamelin as
 is to Germany
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Analogies




